
THE BODY SHOP ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

The present work analyzes organisation structure and change in relation to the â€œ The Body Shopâ€•, which is one of
the largest players in the cosmetic industry with .

Other than this, there are various areas where the need of strategy formulation is required Hunger and
Wheelen,  The second step, being the movement step, all the employees and employers had to adapt to the
organizational change. Without gaining an adequate amount of consideration to these aspects it is not possible
to improve the strategic position of the company. The design can impact upon performance through employee
motivation, commitment and loyalty and has the ability to link interdependent activities. It is just a one part of
the strategy which is related to expansion and diversification. With stiff competition among competitor and a
lot of innovation products every year. It is another objective of knowledge management that could be
improved immensely through proper organizational learning. For example, factors related to competition,
technology, or regulation, shift and thus necessitate changes in organizational strategy. The Body shop can
adapt with the changing and seems like success to maintain everything was owing to the Body shop has good
quality coordination on mutual understanding foundation within their organization and, In spite of change
Body shop organization structure and take in hand for their work, L'Oreal did not take action to change
everything in Body shop company. Page 7. Externally, the contemporary turbulent environment calls for
flexible, adaptable and responsive structures; historically, a more predictable environment favoured the
bureaucratic approach. For instance, if an organization comes to know, through market research, that they can
enter into new market with their existing product range, then they can develop the strategy to enter into the
market. Become a Freelance Writers Place an Order As mentioned above that strategy and planning both are
different; strategy comes into existence when planning fails. Naturally, the administration level need to be
aware and prepare for potential future changed of management or replaced of executive from L'Oreal as well.
Departmentalization is a process of grouping together employees who share a common supervisor and
resources, who are jointly responsible for performance and who tend to identify and collaborate with each
other. And how should the organization be controlled? They just allow body shop continue their work like
previous. In indicates the visionary approach of a company as it provides the solution for adverse working
environment organization it is explaining that the planning process is just related to the fulfilment of short
term goals whereas strategic process has direct relevancy with the fulfilment of long term goals and it
represents the visionary approach Ubeda and et. The Body Shop was one of the first promoters of fair trade,
and amongst the first to prohibit animal-tested ingredients in its products. Conclusion Body shop itself has
builds a strong foundation not only within their organization but also within their employee. After the issue
happened, The Body Shop initiated to convince people and it seemed to be success. The company's strategies
always lead to the benefit for the people not only through using its products, but also through many campaigns
that they have for the community. The first question is concerned with strategy and the second with structure.
In other cases, formalised requirements are used to assure you get what you are paying for. Thereby indicating
that Knowledge Management is dependent upon the organizational learning. As The Body Shop and L'Oreal
declared, they may not be changed apparently, but unequivocally change is change, it is totally nonsense that
our owner has changed but our structure, value, and culture are still remained and it will keep going with us, it
seems to be discrepant from real situation. Also, some unexpected problem may come out during the changing
process as well; therefore, keep updating and adjusting can be helpful for the transform of the company. The
organizational chart usually shows the departments within an organization. Firstly, they only show 'formal
relationships'. A brief on Organisational Learning Organizational learning refers to a state whereby an
organisation attempts to understand the recent changes and acquire information on the recent trends and
changes within the market. Werbach,  The total number of stores are including company-owned stores and
franchise[3]. An organization which is faced with change, it cannot evade from the change. However, no one
person will typically transform all of the raw materials into the finished product or create and deliver the
complete service to the customer. Body shop must exertion much harder to remain and assist their successful
now. Hence it is highly stable and adaptive to the environment. Once the organization learns then, they
perceive something from that learning and act towards it properly Hunger and Wheelen,  Especially they have
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to satisfy and assist their employee to adapt with the change. Organizational culture, leaders learning attitude
can foster the learning habit within the individuals and organization can learn through market research
techniques. Body Shop takeover - Ethical business as usual. A broad base indicates that the majority of
employees are at the bottom. Practically they would not know that this is the Lewin's three step procedure but
the changes and discussions held in the organization after the change in management clearly points out the use
of Lewin's steps in the organization. The impact of organizational learning is huge within the different areas of
the organization. In general, managing a myriad of employees is quite difficult, for that reason, The Body
Shop has endeavored to sustain motivation for the employees, that everyone at company has a role to play in
living up to company values, and to ensure they are supported in this, they provide training, direct
communication, informal dialogue at market level, a company intranet and a variety of employee and
consultant magazines. Provide better reward system and compensation system also good to encourage and
increase their employee personal.


